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What is PLOS?

+The Public Library of Science (PLOS) is non-profit, open access 
publisher that hosts academic research papers in science and 
medicine.

+This database is useful for finding resources for research 
assignments in BIOL, CHEM, and PHYS.



How Do I Access PLOS?

+To find the complete list of AC’s databases, navigate to the 
“Articles and Databases” page on the Library website:

https://alexandercollege.ca/student-success/library/articles-and-databases/


Searching PLOS

+You can search PLOS 2 different ways:
+Research Community
+PLOS Journal



Research 
Communities

+ Research Communities provide a 
collection of resources in a 
particular field

+ A Research Community can offer 
highlighted articles in the specific 
field and search all journals using 
the topic as a keyword

+ You can also navigate to related 
collections and content



Research Communities

Explore 
related 
journals

Search all journals using the community keyword



Research Communities
Explore article highlights for your chosen subject

Explore other related collections and content



PLOS Journals

+ PLOS has 7 different open access 
journals related to different 
biological topics

+ You can access each directly, or 
visit the Research Communities to 
search more relevant ones



PLOS Journals
Search by issue, by collection, by 
subject tags, or create alerts for 
yourself here

A general search allows you to 
search more than one journal, by 
subject area, by article type, and 
other limiters

Advanced search allows for 
multiple keywords, use of 
Boolean terms, and field 
selections



PLOS Journals
Explore journals here. Find older issues by
exploring archives

Explore research articles, reports, essays and other resources here



PLOS Journals: Basic Search

Sort results by views, citations 
or dates

Explore titles by clicking links

Filter titles by using limiters 
like journal, subject,
dates, etc.



PLOS Journals: Advanced Search

You can enter keywords here

Add additional keyword fields here

Change the search field here: By Author, Title, Subject, etc.

Change the Boolean terms here



Need More Help?

+ Email us at: library@alexandercollege.ca

+ Call us on the student info line at: 604-
435-5815

+ Book a one-on-one appointment with a 
research expert

+ Chat with a Librarian on our virtual 
reference service (AskAway)

mailto:library@alexandercollege.ca
https://alexander.mywconline.com/

